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It is a descriptive qualitative research of morphological phenomenon which focuses on the process of word formation. The statements of the problem research were: (1) what are the kind of word formation in morphological process used in genre writing class of English Department of Teacher Training and Education Faculty of IAIN Salatiga? (2) what is the most dominant process of word formation in morphological process and why it occurs in genre writing class of English Department of Teacher Training and Education Faculty of IAIN Salatiga? The researcher conducted the research of the genre writing class students of English Department of Teacher Training and Education Faculty of IAIN Salatiga. The process of analysis data were identification, coding, tabulation and classification. The result of the research showed that (1) there are nine kind of word formation found in the data, they are: compounding, derivation, blending, acronym & abbreviation, borrowing, coinage, inflection, back formation and clipping. (2) the most dominant process word formation in morphological process is inflectional affixes.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Study

Human uses language to communicate with others. Basically humans are social creatures, so they cannot live alone, they need to help each others. They use language to communicate and socialize with the community. Language are used to convey ideas and opinion, people also can share their experiences or their feelings. According to Atkinson states that language is best understood in the context of communication, communication being a natural and genetically determined function of the human being (Atkinson, Kilby & Roca, 1982: 21). They can communicate with language by spoken or written. One of those languages is English.

English is one of language that is very important in this world, because it becomes an International language and as a global language which is learned by countries in this world. All of people wants to be able speak English, even in any word.

Word is the smallest meaningful unit of language (Atkinson, Kilby & Roca, 1982: 127). In linguistics, the study to discuss about the process of words is called morphology. Morphology is the study of the forms of words, and the ways in